
Coberley Parish – Minor Highways issues  

For Parish Council Meeting, 24 June 2021 WITH HIGHWAYS’ RESPONSES: 

 

1. ’20 is Plenty’ signs for Coberley Road. To be swapped between Ullenwood 
Manor Road and Coberley Road. Additional signs received from Highways 
have been deployed together with 2 moved across from Ullenwood Manor 
Road. More signs needed to extend zone east and west along Coberley 
Road. ACTION: GCC to provide 6 more signs please (also requested by Cllr 
Hodgkinson) Road safety do not have any in stock and will let me know when 
they are available.  

2. Damaged signpost at junction to Upper Coberley, directly opposite Cowley 
junction, on A435.  Highways response 16 Nov 20: GCC to replace 2 short 
posts for directional road sign, sign needs cleaning.  Give way sign at the bottom of 

Upper Coberley road needs turning around to face the correct direction. ACTION: 
GCC to arrange work in new 21-22 financial year. Please advise estimated 
date.financial year. Please advise estimated date Posts on order will need to 
coordinate so all works on A435 are completed together as Traffic Management 
required  

3. Warning signage demolished on A435 stretch between Cowley and Coberley 
turnings. ACTION Completed, but matching set of signs to north of crossing 
has one sign which has completely faded and is totally illegible (presume 
horse-rider sign) GCC to please review and replace. Signs ordered as above 

4. Roadside drain blocked at Hartley Farm. Highways response 16 Nov 20: 
Gulley clean not scheduled for 18 months, we will only action a clean if there is a 
residential flooding issue or safety issue related to drainage ACTION: Dan Powell 
advised that initial clearance had not been done satisfactorily. GCC to revisit. This is 
on the cyclical programme.  

5. Hartley Lane has become very poor (potholes and unlevel/undulating road 
surface) between Seven Springs and Minotaur Barn. ACTION: GCC please 
investigate and propose solutions. DT and I have visited this site we are 
looking at any improvements that could be undertaken.  This is on our (long) 
list of sites to consider for maintenance work in future programmes, there is 
currently no scheme in place to deliver maintenance works on this lane apart 
from repairing safety defects. 

6. Pothole beside cattle grid at western end of Coberley Road gated section. 
Resident has made temporary repair with sand. Reported and logged with 
Safety Inspector by Wendy Gray 1 June. ACTION: GCC to repair Still with 
Inspectors I have asked them to remove the gravel when they attend the site. 

 
 


